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Abstract. In this work, an encoding of polysomnographic signals into a
spike firing rate, based on the BSA algorithm, is used as a discriminant
feature for sleep stage classification. This proposal obtains a better sleep
staging compared with the mean power signals frequency. Furthermore,
a comparison of classification results obtained by different algorithms -
such as Support Vector Machines, Multilayer Perceptron, Radial Basis
Function Network, Näıve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors and the decision
tree algorithm C4.5 - is reported, demonstrating that Multilayer Percep-
tron has the best performance.
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1 Introduction

Sleep is a basic human need -such as drinking and eating- that is an essential part
of any individuals’ life. However, even though precise functions of sleep remain
unknown, sleep disturbances can cause physical and mental health problems,
injuries, weak productivity performance, and even a greater risk of death [1,2].
To diagnose any sleep deficiency, sleep studies are needed to identify any disorder.
There exist different kinds of sleep studies; one of the most used is the polysomnog-
raphy [1]. This study records different physiological changes that occur during
sleep, including electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG) and elec-
tromyogram (EMG). By placing electrodes on the scalp and face, EEG measures
small brain voltages, EOG records the electrical activity of eye movements and
EMG obtains the electric changes in a muscle, usually the chin [2].

Sleep stage identification is a first step in the diagnosis of any sleep deficiency
[3]. Therefore, to achieve that goal it is necessary to understand how sleep func-
tions. Generally, sleep is divided into two major states: Rapid Eye Movement
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(REM) and Non-Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) [2]. During the REM stage, EEG
waves are fast and not synchronized, meanwhile in NREM are slower. Consid-
ering wave amplitude and frequency, NREM is divided into three stages named
N1, N2, and N3. Due to the physiological changes in the body during sleep,
EEG, EMG and EOG patterns change several times. Thus, polysomnographic
recordings could help to identify the sleep stages.

In the last decade several works have tackled the problem of automated
sleep staging, see [3] for a review of different approaches. Most of these studies
extract a large number of polysomnographic signal features using spectral infor-
mation through Fourier [4,5] and Wavelet [6–8] Transforms. However, very few
researches have used a feature considering the conversion of polysomnographic
signals into spike trains (see [9] and [10]).

In this work, we propose the conversion of somnographic signals into spike
firing rates by first obtaining spike trains from the polysomnograms. A spike train
is generated using the Bens Spiker Algorithm (BSA) [11]. Later, it is converted
into a spike firing rate proposed by the Nobel laureate E. Adrian [12]. With
only one feature per signal and without cleaning it, the spike firing rate allows
classifying sleep stages with better results than the mean power frequency [13]
of the same signal. The mean power frequency was chosen for comparison for
two reasons. First because the frequency domain shows the better performance
representing polysomnographic signals for sleep staging [3]. Second because the
mean power frequency is an average value, as the spike firing rate, but in different
domains.

To demonstrate the advantages of the spike firing rate encoding for the sleep
staging, a comparison with the mean power frequency of the same signals was
performed. These experiments showed that with the spike firing rate a better
classification was obtained.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
experimental data and methodology used. Section 3 shows the results of two
experiments. Finally, Sect. 4 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Methods

In this section, a description of the somnographic data used for the experiments
is presented, also the steps to characterize a signal into spike firing rate and
mean power frequency and the algorithms used for sleep classification.

2.1 Polysomnographic Data

The data was obtained by Dr. Mary Carskadon, professor in the Department of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior at the Warren Alpert Medical School at Brown
University. It contains recordings of sleep stages from four people and two files
for each person. The first one contains night recordings baseline (BSL) of rested
sleep and the second contains recordings of recovery following a sleep deprivation
night (REC). The structure for each file is the following:
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– DATA: physiological characteristics recorded within approximately 10.5 h.
– stages: researcher classified stages for each 30-s epoch.
– srate: sampling rate for the data.

The physiological characteristics recorded in DATA are: EEG, EOG and EMG
(tone chin muscle) recordings. DATA contains recordings of nine channels in total.
Channel 1 (C3/A2), Channel 2 (O2/A1), Channel 8 (C4/A1) and Channel 9
(O1/A2) correspond to EEG. These channels are named as “recording electrode
location” /“reference electrode location” and placed over the scalp according
to the International 10–20 system [14] (see Fig. 1). Channel 3 (ROC/A2) and
Channel 4 (LOC/A1) are from EOG, where ROC and LOC are the right and
left outer canthus (corner of the eye) electrodes positioned according to [15].
Channel 5 (chin EMG 1), Channel 6 (chin EMG 2) and Channel 7 (chin EMG 3)
correspond to EMG. An overnight recording is divided into 30-s epochs. A sleep
stage is assigned to each epoch manually by a researcher according to [16] and
[17]. The stages in the dataset are eight: Awake (W), N1, N2, N3, N4, REM
sleep (R), Movement time and Unscored. The sampling rate for the data is 128
samples/s.

Fig. 1. Location of scalp electrodes according to the international 10–20 system in the
context of an EEG recording [14].

For simplicity and considering that the signals for the same somnogram are
similar, only the BSL recording for one person and one channel of each kind of
signal was used: EEG from Channel 1, EOG from Channel 3 and EMG from
Channel 7. These channels are denoted as EEG, EOG and EMG respectively in
the rest of the article. Usually, N3 and N4 stages are merged as one. Thus, this
combination was named as N3. Movement time stage was not considered due to
it not containing any useful information. Therefore, the number of stages are six:
N1, N2, N3 and R for sleep stages; W for awake; and Unscored signals. Figure 2
presents some polysomnographic recordings of each sleep stage.
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Fig. 2. Polysomnographic recordings -EEG, EOG and EMG- of the sleep stages (N1,
N2, N3, R), awake (W) and Unscored signals. The data was obtained from four people
by Dr. Mary Carskadon in her laboratory at Brown University.

2.2 Encoding Polysomnographic Signals into Spike Firing Rates

The Ben Spiker Algorithm (BSA) (see Pseudocode 1) is a technique for convert-
ing analog values (such as polysomnographic signals) into a spike train. The BSA
was introduced in [11] and tries to obtain a reverse convolution of the analog
signal, also assumes the use of a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) reconstruction
filter, a threshold and no external parameters.

Using the BSA algorithm, the spike trains for EEG and EOG epochs were
generated applying FIR filter 1 (see Fig. 3) with the threshold equal to 0.9550,
as in [11]. Due to the EMG signal being smaller in amplitude than EEG and
EOG, the FIR filter 1 was modified in an attempt to increase its response in
amplitude. This new filter was named FIR filter 2 (see Fig. 3).

Pseudocode 1. BSA pseudocode.

1 f o r i = 1 to s i z e ( input )
2 e r r o r 1 = 0 ;
3 e r r o r 2 = 0 ;
4 f o r j = 1 to s i z e ( f i l t e r )
5 i f i+j−1 <= s i z e ( input )
6 e r r o r 1 += abs ( input ( i+j −1) − f i l t e r ( j ) ) ;
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7 e r r o r 2 += abs ( input ( i+j −1) ) ;
8 end i f ;
9 end f o r ;

10 i f e r r o r 1 <= ( e r r o r 2 − th r e sho ld )
11 output ( i )=1;
12 f o r j = 1 to s i z e ( f i l t e r )
13 i f i+j−1 <= s i z e ( input )
14 input ( i+j −1) −= f i l t e r ( j ) ;
15 end i f ;
16 end f o r ;
17 e l s e
18 output ( i )=0;
19 end i f ;
20 end f o r ;
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Fig. 3. Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters to encode a polysomnographic epoch
into a spike train. (a) Original filter found by Schrauwen and Campenhout [11]. This
filter was used to encode each epoch of the EEG and EOG into a spike train. (b) An
amplitude extended filter for the EMG.

The classification feature was generated applying BSA over the signals and
obtaining a spike train for each epoch of duration T = 30s. An example of an
EEG epoch encoding into a spike trains is presented in Fig. 4. The spike firing
rate per epoch was calculated as the total number of spikes that occurs in a time
window T divided by T [12]:

spike firing rate =
number of spikes

T
(1)

2.3 Encoding Polysomnographic Signals into Mean
Power Frequencies

To transform the polysomnographic signals in the time domain to a signal in
the frequency domain, the Fast Fourier Transform was applied. The correlation
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EEG epoch

Spike train

Fig. 4. Encoding of an EEG epoch into a spike train using FIR filter 1 (see Fig. 3).

signal function was used to obtain the power spectral density (PSD). The PSD
was calculated using one of the most popular methods [18]. Later, the mean
power frequency is calculated as the product sum of the PSD and the frequency;
divided by the total sum of PSD [13]:

mean power frequency =
∑M

i=1 fiPi
∑M

i=1 Pi

(2)

where fi is the PSD frequency value, Pi is the power spectrum and M is the size
of the frequency bin i.

2.4 Classification Algorithms

The classification algorithms used were: Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) [19,20],
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21], K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [22], C4.5
decision tree algorithm [23], Näıve Bayes [22] and Radial Basis Function Net-
works (RBFN) [24]. These classifiers were applied using the software WEKA
v3.6.10 [25] with the default configurations for each of the algorithms and a
10-fold cross-validation [26].

3 Results

For validating the advantages of the proposed encoding, a comparison of clas-
sification results between different algorithms was performed. Each somnogram
epoch was encoding into spike firing rate and mean power frequency as described
in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. For the comparison, the algorithms cited in
Sect. 2.4 were used. The distribution of the BSL epochs based in the spike firing
rate encoding for the EEG and EMG of a person is shown in Fig. 5. As can be
appreciated, the problem of separating perfectly all epochs is difficult to solve
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the epochs based in the spike firing rate encoding (spikes/s)
of the EEG and EMG of a person in various stages: N1, N2, N3, R, W and

the Unscored signal. The FIR filter 1 was used to encode each EEG epoch into a
spike train and FIR filter 2 for the EMG epochs. Subsequently, spike trains were used
to calculate its firing rates encoding.

due its overlapping. However, R, N1 and N2 epochs are clearly clustered. Thus,
a first test was made considering the separation of the R epochs from the rest
of the epochs. Later, a second experiment was performed taking into account all
the six sleep stages.

The results of the first experiment are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the
best classification percentage (94.78 %) was achieved with MLP considering the
spike firing rate. Using the mean power frequency as a feature was only 85.14 %
with C4.5.

The results for the second test are shown in Table 2. Considering the spike
firing rate, a 74.54 % of classification efficiency was achieved again with MLP
and using the mean power frequency the percentage was only 59.83 % with RBF.
The percentage of accuracy decreases because the overlapping between epochs.

Table 1. Classification accuracy (%) when separating R stage from all others: N1, N2,
N3, W and the Unscored signal.

Encoding SVM NB RBF 1NN C4.5 MLP

Mean power frequency 80.79 67.11 84.35 84.82 85.14 79.21

Spike firing rate 81.58 87.67 90.75 93.68 93.91 94.78
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Table 2. Classification accuracy (%) when separating all sleep stages: N1, N2, N3, R,
W and the Unscored signal.

Encoding NB 1NN SVM C4.5 RBF MLP

Mean power frequency 53.43 51.86 41.11 57.86 59.83 52.65

Spike firing rate 68.62 69.33 69.56 71.93 73.36 74.54

However, the classification percentage remains the best with the spike firing rate
encoding.

4 Conclusions

These experimental results demonstrate that the spike firing rate can be used as a
feature for sleep staging. It was proved with a comparison between the spike firing
rate and the mean power frequency. This comparison showed that the proposed
encoding has a better classification accuracy to separate the R sleep stage from
the rest of other stages. Also, the spike firing rate allows separating all the sleep
stages better than the mean power frequency, but due to it being a complex
problem, the classification accuracies are much lower in this case. Therefore, the
results suggest that the firing rate codification is efficient to classify sleep stages.
In both cases, the classification algorithm with the best performance was the
MLP.

An aspect that must be considered as further research is to optimize the
sampling and amplitude filter parameters through evolutionary algorithms in
order to improve encoding.
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